Abstract. -The energy spectrum of the quantum Klein-Gordon (KG) lattice is computed numerically for some model parameters that are relevant for optical phonon spectra. A pairing of the phonon states is found when the nonlinearity is significant which agrees with other studies on different quantum lattice models [1, 2] . It results from the anharmonic energy contribution the magnitude of which is quantified by the binding energy of the phonon bound pairs. Our work is focussed on the case where the anharmonicity is weak, i.e., the phonon binding energy is weaker than the single phonon band width. We found that the phonon bound pairs dissociate at the center of the lattice Brillouin zone whereas at the edge, the binding energy remains comparable to the width of the single phonon band. Consequently, a weak nonlinearity is characterized by the opening of a pseudogap in the energy spectrum of multi-phonon states.
The phonon frequencies are some fundamental quantities that provide informations about the atom interactions and the local atomic structure in pure crystals, alloys as well as in polymers or proteins. At the atomic scale, the phonon frequencies are formally derived from the quadratic expansion of the potential energy with respect to atom displacements. Actually a more accurate description of the atoms potential energy might be obtained by a higher order expansion which involves some non-quadratic terms. Those terms usually refer to nonlinearity because they yield some forces that are not proportional to displacements. The non-quadratic contribution to the energy of molecular crystals has been extensively studied by V.M. Agranovich [1] who proposed a qualitative approach where some boson quasi-particles model the atom vibrations. The Hubbard onsite interaction between the boson pairs was introduced for simulating the nonlinear behavior of the lattice (for recent studies see Ref. [3] ). The diagonalization of the Hubbard Hamiltonian for boson can be formulated into a Discrete Non-Linear Shrödinger (DNLS) equation [2] . The Hubbard model for bosons enhanced the concepts of phonon bound states and more specifically of biphonon which were of a great help for interpreting some experiments where anharmonic modes were measured (see Ref. [4] for infrared, Ref. [5] for neutron spectra and references therein). In the early seventies [1] , the phonon bound states have indeed been identified [6] in the infrared analysis of the bulk crystals as for the N 2 O or the CO 2 . For such molecular crystals, the intra-molecular bond involves a strong non-quadratic energy contribution and the pairing of the stretching modes is revealed by some anharmonic resonances that are isolated in the infrared spectrum. The drawback of the Hubbard model for bosons is that the energy terms that do not conserve the total boson number (products of creation operators, for instance) are neglected, although these terms stem from the potential energy of atoms and contribute to the quantum hybridization. Consequently, the effective boson model gives a phonon dispersion law which takes the form (1 + Ccos(qa 0 )) (with arbitrary energy units) instead of the well-known 1 + 2Ccos(qa 0 ), calculated in the simple harmonic approximation for similar parameters, i.e., a 0 the lattice parameter, q the phonon wave momentum and C the coupling integral. One notes that the two formula diverge with increasing C, so when the quantum hybridization is enhanced. A comparable effect can be expected for the biphonon dispersion law. Actually, according to Agranovich himself [7] , the effective Hubbard model for boson finds some substantiation in the work of F. Bogani [8] where the author treated a lattice model derived from the realistic potential energy of molecules, i.e., a Klein-Gordon lattice model.
The work of A. R. Bishop and al. [9] confirmed the existence of phonon bound states in the Klein-Gordon model. Nonetheless, the numerical approach in Ref. [9] requires a huge computing cost so the maximum size of the Hamiltonian network was limited to a onedimensional (1D) chain of 8 unit cells. The present paper introduces a numerical method for studying the energy spectrum of a d-dimensional quantum lattice with different forms of the nonlinearity. We choose to work on a Klein-Gordon model because very few approximations are made in deriving the Hamiltonian H from the atoms potential energy. Then, the energy reads:
At the node i of a translational invariant d-dimensional lattice, the internal mode x i of a unit cell (a molecule, for instance) evolves in a local potential V with an effective mass m, each of the x i being coupled to its nearest neighbors by the quadratic coupling which is parametrized by the integral c. The subscript j =< i > points at the first neighbors of the site i. The operator x i and its conjugate momentum p i verify [x i , p i ] = ih. For the small amplitudes of
i . It has been limited to the forth order but higher order terms can be taken into account with no difficulty in calculations that follows. The higher order coupling terms have been found not to modify qualitatively our results and so it is for the sign of the inter-site coupling. Introducing the unitless coefficients,
and the unitless operators
where the frequency Ω = 2(a 2 − (2d)c)/m for a d-dimensional lattice, the Hamiltonian reads
where the frequency Ω characterizes the oscillator networks. Note that the coupling coefficient c contributes to Ω. The width of an optical phonon branch being physically of a few percent of the elementary excitation energy (≈hΩ), we fixe it around 10% and thus the unitless coupling coefficient C is roughly estimated around C ≈ (10/(2d)%), using the dispersion law of phonon given by the harmonic approximation in a d-dimensional lattice.
We now describe briefly the method for the computation of H eigenvalues. The first step is the calculation of the eigenstates of the onsite Hamiltonian
, which is performed by projecting h i over the usual Einstein basis. The diagonalization of the corresponding matrix is realized numerically with a great accuracy. The eigenstates of h i are arranged by increasing order of their eigenvalues, so the α th eigenstate is denoted φ α,i and its eigenvalue is γ(α). Considering the Hamiltonian H 0 =hΩ i h i where no interaction couples the displacements X i , the eigenstates of H 0 can be written as the state products Π i φ αi,i . Taking advantage of the translational degeneracy of the lattice, some Bloch waves are constructed from these state products as follows:
where a 0 is the lattice parameter, q is the wave momentum, A [Πiαi] insures the normalization and the subscript [Π i α i ] identifies the different type of Bloch waves. Expanding the Hamiltonian H onto the onsite state product Bloch waves B [Πiαi] (q) is done analytically and gives a matrix B(q) the coefficients of which are written as:
where
Since H does not hybridize the Bloch waves with different q, the diagonalization of B(q) can be performed independently for each q. The eigenvalues of B(q) are computed numerically with an exact numerical method (see the numerical libraries LAPACK or Numerical Recipes) on a simple desktop PC. The Shrödinger equation is then approximately solved with an error which shrinks to zero exponentially by increasing the cutoff over the H 0 eigenstates. The cutoff is fixed by i α i < N cut . The attractive advantage of our method is that the maximum size of the lattices that can be studied is large enough for approaching the infinite system features, i.e., no boundary effect is observed. The accuracy of our calculations have been tested on both the anharmonic 4 atoms chain [9] and the harmonic chain for which the eigenvalue problem is solved analytically by a spatial Fourier transform of Eq. 1. For these two cases, a very good agreement has been found. For the latter case, the results are reported in fig. 1 . Some distinct cutoff values N cut have been tested and clearly our computation of the eigenvalues converges to the exact values when the cutoff increases. For the energy range of two-phonon excitations, the error is inferior to 10 −1 % when N cut = 4. Then the accuracy is even better for the phonon band which fits the dispersion law: hΩ 1 + 2C cos(qa 0 ).
Our calculations are first presented for a 1D lattice. When the non-quadratic part of the energy is negligible, i.e., A 3 = 0 and A 4 = 0 in Eq. 3 the eigen-spectrum of H is composed of the fundamental optical branch and the branches due to the linear superposition of these phonon states. In Figs. 2, for a finite size lattice the eigen-energies are each reported as a single circle symbol and they participate the distinct branches of the spectrum. Increasing gradually either A 3 or A 4 , the phonon branch shows no qualitative change (see fig. 2 (a)) in comparison with the harmonic lattice. However some isolated branches are found in addition to the phonon branch and its combination tones (see figs. 2(b) ). Varying artificially the coupling C to the trivial case C = 0 ( fig. 3) demonstrates that the additional branches coincide with the energies of the Bloch waves B [α,0,...,0] with a single onsite excitation α = 0. In figs. 2 and 3, the additional branches are marked with the single tags {2} and {3} while the phonon branch is pointed out by {1}. There, are also reported the bands associated to unbound phonon pairs {11}, to unbound three-phonon states {111} and to unbound states composed of a biphonon and a single phonon {21}. By analogy with the biphonon theory [1] , the branches {2} and {3} are identified as being the energy branches of the biphonon and the triphonon states, respectively. The reason for these isolated branches is the anharmonicity of the h i eigenvalues γ(α > 1) that do not mach the linear fit (γ(1) − γ(0))α + γ(0). The differences γ(α) − [(γ(1) − γ(0))α + γ(0)] involve some gaps in the C = 0 spectrum. These states become hybridized when C = 0 but the largest gaps of the C = 0 spectrum remain.
By measuring the energy of the biphonon with reference to the unbound two-phonon states for the same momentum q, the binding energy of a biphonon state is defined. A negative binding energy occurs when the onsite potential V softens ( fig. 2 (b) ) whereas a hardening yields a positive binding energy (see fig. 4 for the 2D lattice). In the former case A 3 is much larger than A 4 while in the later case A 4 is much larger than A 3 . The minimum of the absolute value of the biphonon binding energy with respect to q is the biphonon energy gap. When the non-quadratic contribution is not sufficient for opening the gap between the biphonon branch and the band of the two-phonon states, then the gap is found to close at the center of the lattice Brillouin zone (BZ) ( fig. 2(c) ). Indeed for weak q, the binding energy of the biphonon states is negligible. On the other hand, at the edge of BZ the binding energy remains comparable to the width of the phonon branch. Consequently, a pseudogap is yielded when non-quadratic energy has the same magnitude as the inter-site coupling. Similar pseudogaps have been enhanced in quantum spin chains [10] as well as in other quantum lattice [11] In the regime of the pseudogap, the biphonon excitations exist only at the edge of BZ while they are dissociated into unbound phonon pairs at center of the zone. In figs. 2 (b) and (c), it is noteworthy that the hybridization between the biphonon states and the two-phonon states modifies substantially the biphonon branch curvature and consequently the quantum mobility of the biphonon. Such feature can not be analyzed accurately within the effective Hubbard model for boson since it neglects the energy terms Eq. 1 that do not commute with the local boson number operator (sum of boson number on one site and its first neighbors).
Since our calculations are performed with large enough lattices for avoiding boundary effects, there is a perfect agreement between the energy spectrum computed with S = 33 ( fig. 2 (a) and (b) ) and with S = 19 ( fig. 3) for same Hamiltonian parameters. It can be verified by comparing the width of the different bands in both fig. 2 and fig. 3 at C = 0.05. In fig. 3 , one notes that the branch width of the phonon bound states increases with C much slower than the unbound phonon bands. The branches of the biphonon {α = 2} and the triphonon {α = 3} are found to merge with the unbound phonon bands above a certain threshold C α . For C < C α , the α th branch is separated from the rest of the spectrum by gaps that open over the whole BZ whereas around C ≈ C α , only a pseudogap separates partially that branch from a certain unbound phonon band. The C α threshold depends on both A 3 and A 4 and it is different for each phonon bound state. In most of compounds (with optical phonon branch), the nonlinearity is usually believed to be weaker than the inter-site coupling and thus the realistic value of C may be larger than C 2 or at least of same order. For such materials, only the gaps of the high order phonon bound states are opened in the excitation spectrum. In the intermediary range, i.e., between the energy domain where there are no gap opened and where there are some, a pseudogap is likely to open. The corresponding nonlinear excitations are the phonon bound states with lowest energy so they might be easier to enhance experimentally than the high energy phonon bound states. The theoretical results reported in fig. 3 are qualitatively similar to the experimental findings of Ref. [12] in which the Raman analysis of the high pressure molecular H 2 shows a pressure-induced bound-unbound transition of the so called bivibron, around 25 GPa. There is indeed a likeness between fig.  10 in Ref. [12] and the two-phonon energy region in fig. 3 . In the framework of our model, the pressure variation of the experiments [12] can be simulated by a change of the coupling integral C due to the fact that the first molecule neighbors are moved closer together because of the external pressure. The increase of C induces a bound-unbound transition of the biphonon at C = C 2 .
Finally, for a 2D lattice, a biphonon pseudogap is found to open around q = 1/2 [11] (see fig. 4 ). As we chose a set of nonlinear parameters such as the local potential V hardens, the biphonon states have a positive binding energy instead of negative in fig. 2 for the 1D lattice with a softening V . Aside from that difference, the binding energy vanishes at center of BZ whereas the width of the pseudogap at the edge of BZ has same order as the phonon branch width. That alikeness between the spectra of the 1D and the 2D lattices shows that the pseudogap is a consistent property of the lattices where nonlinearity is comparable to the inter-site coupling, whatever the dimensions are. For a 3D lattice, the biphonon pseudogap is expected to open around q = 1/2[111] which should be confirmed in future works.
To conclude, the energy spectrum of the Klein-Gordon (KG) lattice has been considered with numerics. The KG Hamiltonian provides a realistic modelling of both quantum hybridization and pairing of phonon states so the spectral features of the phonon bound states are related unambiguously to non-quadratic terms of the potential energy. In principle the treatment of the experimental data that would reveal the biphonon and triphonon branches would allow to quantify these energy terms. In the compounds where the nonlinearity is not large enough to separate the spectral resonances of both bound and unbound phonon states, the pseudogaps of the phonon bound states (biphonon, triphonon or even higher order of phonon bound states) are potential signatures of the nonlinearity. In the present study, the biphonon pseudogap has been found to open systematically at the edge of BZ. It is thus the region of the Brillouin zone where nonlinear behavior is likely to be experimentally enhanced. * * * I gratefully acknowledge the financial supports from the Trinity College (University of Cambridge, UK) and the Mathematics Institute (University of Warwick UK). Many thanks are addressed to Robert S. MacKay and Serge Aubry. 105. The biphonon branch is marked by {2}, the unbound two-phonon bands by {11} and the triphonon branch by {3}. The Y-axis unit ishΩ and its zero is the groundstate energy. The wave momentum q is reported on the X-axis which unit is (π/a 0 ). It ranges from the center to the edge of the first Brillouin zone. http://arxiv.org/ps/cond-mat/0403581v3
